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Conflict Resolution for 
Middle School Students

Presented by Military & Family Life Counselors

Ask the students, “What do you think of when you hear the word ‘conflict?’”
Write their responses on a chalk board or flip chart.
Then move to the “Introduction” on slide 4.
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Objectives

» Participants will learn:

» To define what conflict is

» Different responses to conflict

» Communication skills 

» Ways to handle conflict
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Agenda

» What is Conflict?

» Choices

» Steps for Conflict Resolution

» Communication Skills

» Ground Rules for Handling Conflict

» Discussion Questions

» Summary
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What is Conflict?

» Conflict is a disagreement between 2 or more people

» Conflict is a normal part of life – 2 people can’t agree 
on everything, all the time

» Conflict isn’t always  negative – there can be positive 
results

» It is our reaction to conflict that can create problems

» It’s important to learn to resolve conflicts in a 
positive way 

Ask:
What kinds of conflicts/disagreements have you had? 
How did you handle the conflict and what were the results?
Did any of these end in a positive way with everyone satisfied? Did any of these 
end in a negative way?

Example of positive outcome:  You are working on a project with a 
friend.  You both have different ideas about how to do the project.  After a lot of 
discussion, you are able to come up with an even better solution that combines 
parts of both of your ideas.

Example of negative outcome:  With the same scenario as above –
you continue to argue and attack each other personally (Your idea is stupid!).  With 
this kind of conflict, nothing gets done.

As you can see, one advantage of learning how to resolve conflicts in a positive 
way, is that it can make us more productive
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Choices

We can choose how we want to respond to a conflict

» Here are 3 ways of responding:
– Aggressive (Mean): Intentionally doing something to hurt 

another person (physically or emotionally) to make them 
do something they don’t want to do

– Submissive (Giving in): going along with what someone 
wants you to do even though you don’t really want to

– Assertive (Strong):  Standing up for yourself while 
showing respect for the other person

Activity:  
1.  Ask the participants if they can think of examples of some or all of these 
responses.
You can use the following scenario as an example:  

Susan, Mary and Angela are friends.  Susan decides they should go to a party where 
she knows there will be no adult supervision.  All of their parents have told them 
they are not allowed to go.  Mary and Angela don’t want to go, but Susan says, 
“You’re just wimps.  Everyone is going and no one’s going to like you if you don’t 
go.”

Susan is very popular and Mary looks up to her.  She reluctantly agrees to go for 
fear the other kids will not like her.

Angela says to Susan, “I don’t care what the other kids think.  It’s not right to go to 
the party when our parents have told us not to.”

Who is being aggressive?  Submissive? Assertive?  Which role would you want to 
take and why?

2. .  Standing Up for Yourself:
Ask the participants to tell the group about a time when they were being bullied or 
taken advantage of and stood up for themselves.  How did it feel?
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Steps for Conflict Resolution

» Stop and Think

» Stay Calm

» Talk

» Listen 

» Think Ahead

» Come Up with 
Solutions

» Ask for Help

STOP and THINK before your anger gets the best of you and you say or 
do things that make the conflict worse.  
STAY CALM: Take a deep breath.  This will help you calm down.  
TALK: Say what you think the problem is and what’s causing the disagreement.  
Ask them what they want.
LISTEN to what the other person has to say – their ideas and feelings.
THINK AHEAD: Think about what the results and consequences of your words 
and actions will have.
COME UP WITH SOLUTIONS: Think of solutions that will be agreeable to both 
of you.

ASK FOR HELP if the above steps don’t work, then ask an 
adult to help you work it out.

Activity:  Steps for Conflict Resolution:
Ask participants to describe several conflicts that commonly occur at school.  List 
these on the board.  Discuss how the “Steps for Conflict Resolution” in the 
presentation could be applied to these situations.  You may want to ask the 
participants to role play some of these conflict examples. 
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Communication Skills

» Reflective listening: Restating what the other person said to 
make sure you understand what they are trying to 
communicate
– “What I’m hearing you say is ____________.”

» “I” statements:  Taking responsibility for your own reactions 
without blaming or attacking the other person
– “When you ______, I feel ______, because _______.”

» Be aware of your non-verbal skills – making a grimacing face, 
rolling your eyes, standing with arms folded etc.

Good conflict resolution skills require good communication skills.  
Reflective Listening:  this assures that you are really hearing and understanding 
what the other person says.  Sometimes what we think they are telling us is not 
really their intention.  This can lead to miscommunication and further conflict.

“I” statements”: These are constructive messages.  With “I” messages you state 
what is bothering you and why.  “I” messages also do not attack or blame the other 
person.

example – “When you don’t listen to me, I feel angry and frustrated, because it 
seems like you don’t value my opinion.”
Example of an attacking or blaming statement:  “You’re not listening to me you 
jerk!”

Non-verbal messages are important too.  We can communicate hostility and 
disapproval just by the facial expressions and body language we use.

Activity:  Ask participants to role play positive and negative non-verbal language.  
This can be a really fun activity – especially if you have participants who are a little 
on the dramatic side!

Activities:  
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Ground Rules for Handling Conflict

» One person talks at a time

» No physical fighting

» No emotional or verbal abuse (no name calling, 
hurtful personal attacks or profanity)

» Discuss only one issue at a time

When entering into a conversation with someone on an issue that you know will be 
difficult and could lead to conflict, establishing ground rules at the beginning can 
help prevent the discussion from escalating into an argument. 
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Ground Rules for Handling Conflict continued

» Do not blame others

» Use good eye contact

» Take a time out if needed 

» Be tolerant of the other person’s ideas and opinions -
everyone’s point of view is important
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Discussion Questions

» When someone says something hurtful or insensitive 
to you, what’s a good way to confront them without 
starting a fight?

» Have you ever said something in the heat of an 
argument that you later regretted?  What happened?  
How could you have handled it differently?
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Discussion Questions continued

» Have you ever gotten into a heated conflict because 
you were really upset about something else?

» What are the benefits of resolving conflicts in a 
peaceful and positive way?

Sometimes we may be angry about something that happened earlier in the day that 
may have put us in a bad mood.  When we are having a conflict with someone, we 
can become more angry than we might normally become, because we are already 
angry about something else.
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Summary

Successful conflict resolution depends on your 
ability to:

» Pay attention to your feelings (stop and think if you are feeling 
angry)

» Remain calm

» Stay in control of your emotions and behaviors

» Pay attention to feelings the other person is expressing

» Listen to the other person

» Be tolerant of differences (accept that we all have different 
opinions and points of view)
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Questions
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Resources

» Military Community Services

» Chaplain and Local Clergy

» Military OneSource  (800) 342-9647

» TRICARE   www.tricare.osd.mil

» Behavioral Health Services
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